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Wearing an OS may not be the turning heads that many of us assumed it would be, but it competes very well with the Apple Watch platform. It still has a lot of work ahead of it, but there are some decent apps available right now! Here are the best apps to wear the OS. For this list, we focused on applications created
specifically for Wear OS. You should definitely check out the apps that you already use to see if they have the support for OS wear before you upgrade to one of them. Price: Free/Up $2.99AccuWeather was one of the first weather-enabled apps to wear OS. The app does all the basics, including current temperature,
forecast, radar, weather warnings (U.S. only), and smaller stats like humidity, wind speed, etc. it works well on both wearing your mobile device's OSand. There aren't many drawbacks. Most of the application's problems are temporary. The free version has advertising. You can pay for the pro version to remove it.
Otherwise, both versions are basically the same.Audiobooks.comPrice: Free/$14.95 per monthAudiobooks.com is one of the book's great audio apps. It has a collection of more than 100,000 audiobooks. There are also over 7,000 free elections. Other features include variable speed reading, Android Auto support and
OS wear support, of course. The service costs $14.95 per month. You get one free audiobook with the option to buy more at a reduced rate. We're not a big fan of book subscription services, but this one works well on the platform. Bring a shopping list in stores: FreeBring is a shopping list app. The app comes with good
design, plenty of options and Wear OS support. You can make separate lists for individual actions. It also uses a map and tile layout. It feels fresher than most other grocery lists. There are many note taking applications for OS wear, but it is very charming. It's also a free download without in-app purchases or ads.
Google Keep is another great app for this kind of thing and if you need a more generic app note. Calculator from XlythePrice: Free/$2.99Calculator from Xlythe is a kind of extended version of the Promotion Android Calculator app. This obviously makes the basics like arithmetic and some algebra. The app also includes
some graphic calculator features, a history equation, and of course OS wear support. It is also very similar to a stock app. The Wear OS version is a bit limited, but it functions perfectly. Also, it's an open source app in case you ever want to see what makes it tick. This is very good when it comes to calculator applications.
However, this is arguably the best calculator for OS wear. The premium version goes for $2.99.Google MapsPrice: FreeGoogle Maps is another easy choice for the best apps to wear OS. Its probably the best navigation app on the platform. It's definitely the best navigation app on the smartwatch platform. It has most of
the same functions as Smartphone version. This includes directions, local business information, and more. Admittedly, it is a bit difficult following directions on your wrist while driving. We encourage our readers to exercise the utmost caution when using this app on the go. We have no doubt that it will continue to improve
both in general and on Wear OS. NavMusicPrice: $0.99NavMusic is an excellent local music player for OS wear. This allows you to download music directly to the Wear OS device and transfer it to Bluetooth headphones offline from the Internet. It has controls to play, pause, skip, and search, Bluetooth control support,
playlist support, sorting, and search function. It won't blow your socks off and it's not super in-depth like some Android music players, but it's definitely more than enough to jam with your wrists. The developer has some really good Wear OS applications, including Nav Explorer, NavCasts, Nav Fit, and a few wear OS
watch faces. Podcast RepublicPrice: Free /Up to $4.99Podcast Republic is one of the few podcast apps on OS wear. It has a large library of both video and audio podcasts. It also includes automated downoads, multiple playlists, synchronization support, multiple language support, and SD card support. There is even
theming. The OS version of the wear application is not as reliable, but it's normal. It still works very well. The free version contains advertising. The paid version does not. That's the only difference between the two. Wearing casts is another compelling option if you want more control on your Wear OS device. Pulse
SMSPrice: Free /$0.99 per month/$10.99 timesPulse SMS is one of the best text apps. Wear OS has runaway SMS support. However, Pulse SMS provides support between phone, computer and watch. It is the only SMS application, to our knowledge, with support for all three platforms. It also has decent design,
deferred notifications, a SUPPORT GIF, archiving, blacklist, message schedule, double SIM support, and more. You can use the phone app for free. Receiving support for other platforms involves either a subscription service or a one-time payment. We recommend a one-time payment. RunkeeperPrice: Free/$9.99 per
month/$39.99 per year Runkeeper is one of the most popular fitness apps. It also has one of the best apps to wear OS. The app tracks your running and exercise. You can set goals for weight loss, running pace, and other things. It also supports cycling and almost any other activity other than running. The Wear OS app
is a good extension of the main service. So It doesn't have all the features. However, that's enough. The full experience requires a subscription though, and one that we find a little expensive. Strava and Lifesum are also excellent apps for wearing THE OS in this space. Of course, if you want it for free, Google Fit is still
still Free fitness app for wearing OS. Wear the official OS app and Google AssistantPrice: FreeWear OS is The Official App from Google. You need to attach a smart watch to your smartphone. In addition, the app contains things like settings for Google Assistant, Google Fit, and some other stuff. However, its most
important feature is its application and face information watch. The app is a great directory for such things. Google Play does a good job, but this app definitely gets you there faster. Google Assistant comes with wear OS as it is. We strongly recommend using it as well. It can do all the fun that it can on your phone,
except for your wrist instead. In addition, it can do things like take notes, turn on or off smart lights, and more things like this. Wear the OS is basically a Google assistant on your wrist with time and date. If we've missed any great Wear OS apps, tell us about them in the comments! You can also click here to check out our
latest Android app and game lists! The Google manager confirmed that windows apps on Chrome OS will be a reality soon enough. Unfortunately, Windows will be virtualized through Parallels instead of the expected dual download option. Chromebooks need to be pretty powerful for this to work, and the service won't be
free. While Chromebooks have come a long way, there are still many people out there who won't use one as their go to the machine. This is usually because there is a Windows app that Chrome OS can't work and substitutes pale in comparison. Fortunately, we now know that Windows apps on Chrome OS will be
supported soon. In an interview with The Verge, Cyrus Mistry, product manager for the Chrome OS group, detailed what Google is referring to for this new feature. While the news is definitely interesting, you should temper your expectations, as this may not be everything you hoped for. Windows apps on Chrome OS:
How will it work? Most people were hoping that Chromebooks would eventually get the option of double downloads - meaning you could house both Chrome OS and Windows 10 on one machine and choose which one to download when you start. However, Mistry confirms in the interview that this will not happen.
Instead, Chrome OS will use Parallels Desktop, a popular system that virtualizes machines within the existing operating system. So macOS users can use Windows software. We absolutely looked at the double boot, Mistry said. There are pros and cons to both options, but where we landed is that security is paramount
to Chrome OS. Related: Chromebook Laptop: Which one should you get? In other words, the double download of Windows and Chrome OS required too many security sacrifices for Chromebooks. Since security is such a huge aspect of what made Chrome OS such a hit, it makes sense that Google doesn't want to ruin
that in favor of adding support to Windows. Just like with macOS, you need to purchase Parallels, as well as a Windows 10 license for this system to work on Chromebook. On top of that, you'll need a Chromebook that can handle Windows applications, which can be the biggest obstacle for most businesses and users.
Related: 8 years since the first Chromebooks: Google was right about themHo there are quite a few Chromebooks now that feature high-end laptop specs, the most popular Chrome OS devices are of little power to keep them inexpensive. People who own these types of systems will need to switch to a more powerful
machine for this to work. Windows Apps on Chrome OS: Does It Make Sense? While the idea of launching Windows apps in Chrome OS sounds great on paper, it is a few paradoxes. For example, the main advantage of Chromebooks is that they are incredibly cheap and very easy to use. However, to run Windows
apps, you'll need a more expensive Chromebook and you need to learn how virtual machines work to use Windows apps. Related: Here are all the Chromebooks that run Android and Linux appsIn addition, people who would be well upgrading their Chromebook to a new model to get this feature will face a real choice: I
spend hundreds of dollars on fancy Chromebook so I can run windows apps, or will I just buy a Windows laptop? At a certain price, it may make more sense to get a Windows laptop. It is likely that this option of launching Windows applications on Chrome OS will only really appeal to a small subset of users, namely those
who already have a powerful Chromebook and are technically savvy enough to understand Parallels.All, which is probably why Google seems to be mostly focused on the corporate sector at the moment rather than gearing it up to consumers. However, if Google could make Chrome OS support Parallels for business,
there is no reason it couldn't do the same for the general consumer. Even so, there is no set date for this new feature to roll out. It's nice to know that Google is definitely going to do it though. Although.
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